
Minutes             

 
YPSILANTI COMMUNITY UTILITIES AUTHORITY 

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS MEETING 
Tuesday, November 22, 2011 – 9:00 a.m. 

YCUA Administration Building 
2777 State Road 

Ypsilanti, MI  48198-9112 
 
 

Members Present:  J. Ray Scott, Mark Namatevs, Larry J. Doe, Gregory A. Peoples. 

Members Absent:  None. 

1. CALL TO ORDER:  Mr. Scott called the meeting to order at 9:10 a.m. 

2. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETINGS:  Motion by Doe to receive and file the 
minutes of the October 25, 2011 meeting as presented.  Support by Peoples.  In favor: 
All.  Opposed: None.  (Motion carried.) 

3. NEW BUSINESS: 
A. Request to Approve – 2012 YCUA Board Meeting Schedule – Larry R. 

Thomas 

Mr. Thomas advised the Board that the 2012 Board meetings will continue 
to be held on the fourth Tuesday of the month at 9:00 a.m. with the 
exception of the December meeting.  He indicated that, because the fourth 
Tuesday in December 2012 falls on Christmas day, that meeting has been 
tentatively re-scheduled for December 18th pending Board approval. 

Mr. Thomas recommended approval of the 2012 YCUA Board Meeting 
Schedule. 

Mark Namatevs inquired as to whether the Board wishes to reconsider the 
9:00 a.m. start time.  Mr. Peoples reminded the Board that the time was 
changed from 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 a.m. to accommodate Board member 
Deedra Climer Bass, who has now resigned.  Larry J. Doe added that it 
had previously been moved from 4:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. to allow for better 
community input but that the input has been even better at 9:00 a.m.  The 
consensus was to keep the start time as it is. 
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Motion by Peoples to approve the 2012 YCUA Board Meeting Schedule.  
Support by Doe.  In favor: All.  Opposed: None. (Motion carried) 

B. Request to Approve – Revised Hiring Policy – Gwyn Belcher 

Ms. Belcher reminded the Board that they had requested that YCUA 
revise its hiring policy to state that the Authority gives preference to City 
of Ypsilanti and Ypsilanti Township residents as well as to provide a list 
of the parameters that are used in screening applications.  She indicated 
that, in response, she consulted with YCUA labor attorney John Hancock, 
the result of which is a revised policy that is being presented to the Board 
for their approval. 

J. Ray Scott thanked Ms. Belcher for her diligence in this matter and her 
timely response to the Board’s request. 

Brenda L. Stumbo, Ypsilanti Township Supervisor, asked that the revised 
hiring policy be reviewed for the audience members who do not have a 
copy in front of them. 

Ms. Belcher advised that the hiring policy provides for an open position to 
be filled internally first per the union contracts and, if there is no one in 
the union who is interested in the position, the position will be posted 
externally.  She indicated that, once posted externally, the opening will 
appear in local print and online media as well as various community 
groups such as the NAACP, Minister’s Alliance, Washtenaw Community 
College, Ypsilanti Leadership Council, and the YCUA website. 

Ms. Belcher explained that the Authority accepts applications during the 
time that the posting is active and that those applications are considered 
along with any applications submitted during the previous 12-month 
period.  She pointed out that these applications are screened by her 
personally for minimum qualifications. 

Ms. Belcher also explained that it was anticipated that the most recent job 
opening would result in a higher than usual number of applicants and that, 
in response to that expectation, YCUA decided to enter into a partnership 
with Michigan Works’ JobFit program to assess the applications based on 
benchmarks that were created from 16 current employees who possess 
desired behavioral traits and occupational interests.  She further advised 
that the selected applicants then participate in entry level tests and virtual 
interviews. 

Ms. Stumbo asked for more information on the virtual interview process.  
Ms. Belcher responded that she compiled a list of preliminary, 
introductory questions which are answered in a video conferencing type of 
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environment through a webcam connected with virtual interviewer on a 
computer. 

Mr. Doe inquired as to how hiring was done prior to entering into the 
partnership with Michigan Works.  Ms. Belcher responded that hiring was 
done simply with testing and interviewing.  She indicated that she was 
trying to raise the level of the interview and selection process and that 
Michigan Works offered these programs at no cost to YCUA.  Ms. 
Belcher added that the first step in personally reviewing the applications 
will continue because Michigan Works cannot process the high number of 
applicants that YCUA typically receives. 

Ms. Belcher stated that the previous hiring procedure was also less 
effective because it is difficult to get a completely accurate depiction of 
each applicant in a traditional 45-minute interview.  She acknowledged 
that the partnership with Michigan Works is considered to be a trial until 
the Authority can evaluate the long-term fit of the three very promising 
new employees who were hired.  Ms. Belcher indicated that this will occur 
over the next six months or so. 

Mr. Doe inquired as to whether the virtual interviewer automatically 
eliminated any applicants.  Ms. Belcher responded that it did not and that 
every virtual interview was reviewed personally by her.  She indicated that 
the only applicants that were indirectly sorted out by the Michigan Works 
process were those who were not truly interested in working for YCUA, 
which was evidenced by the fact that they chose not to complete the JobFit 
program. 

Mr. Doe also inquired as to whether all applications were sent to Michigan 
Works.  Ms. Belcher reiterated that, as part of the hiring procedure, the 
initial step involves all applications being screened by her personally for 
minimum qualifications, such as driver’s licenses and GED or high school 
diplomas as well as whether the applications were completed correctly and 
completely and criteria such as references, education, work history, and 
licensing.  She indicated that after review of these criteria, the remaining 
applicants are invited to complete a JobFit assessment.  Ms. Belcher 
reiterated that one of the reasons this is done is because the Michigan 
Works representatives indicated that they could not handle the large 
volume of applicants if everyone was to complete the assessment. 

Gregory A. Peoples interjected that personality fit is a very important part 
of hiring the right people for staff positions and that, if that fit is not 
present, a lot of resources are wasted in the long run.  He indicated that, 
with this in mind, he can see the potential value in Michigan Works as a 
hiring tool. 
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Ms. Belcher confirmed that this is, indeed, a valuable tool which is being 
made available to the Authority at no cost, as opposed to the numerous 
other resources that are available at a cost. 

Mr. Doe inquired as to what the procedure would take place if the original 
80 applicants who could be eliminated due to a lack of the minimum 
requirements or an inability to meet the criteria previously discussed. 

Ms. Belcher responded that approximately 25 – 30 of the original 80 
applicants were selected to participate in the JobFit assessment. 

Mr. Peoples interjected that, hypothetically and all else being equal, based 
on Ms. Belcher’s experience as a human resources professional, there 
would be some other criteria that she would consider that would narrow 
the field of applications down to a manageable number. 

Ms. Belcher continued responding to Mr. Doe, explaining that if the 
Michigan Works partnership had not been entered into, she would have 
screened the applicants the exact same way and those applicants selected 
for the second phase of the process would move directly to the testing 
procedure instead of participating in the JobFit assessment. 

Karen Lovejoy Roe, Ypsilanti Township Clerk, indicated that using the 
work attitudes of existing employees to create benchmarks for the 
evaluation of new applicants should not be relied scientifically for a 
number of reasons.  She inquired how these benchmarks were measured 
and evaluated and what specific questions were asked in the virtual 
interview and how those questions were determined.  Ms. Belcher 
responded that the JobFit assessment is available not only through 
Michigan Works but through similar organizations across the country.  
She also responded that the benchmarks measured in the JobFit 
assessment were created from the responses of 16 current employees who 
had been identified by their managers as employees who display the 
characteristics of good employees. 

Ms. Belcher indicated that these changes were made in a genuine attempt 
to add value to the YCUA hiring process and that she is more than happy 
to revert back to the previous procedure. 

Pat Morris, AFSCME Chief Steward and Ypsilanti resident, addressed the 
Board and indicated that, as a rule, he disagrees with Gwyn Belcher more 
often than he agrees with her, but that the Board needs to realize that 
hiring should not be based on politics and preferential treatment.  He 
indicated that, as Chief Steward, he knows that Ms. Belcher does an 
exceptional job of selecting applicants and that the current field of new 
hires is no exception. 
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Mr. Morris stated that he does not understand where these objections are 
coming from but that he does understand just how hard Ms. Belcher 
worked in developing this procedure and making sure it adheres to state 
law and union contracts.  He also indicated that the state law does not 
require employees to live in the jurisdiction in which they work but that if 
this preference is going to be given to residents of the City of Ypsilanti 
and Ypsilanti Township, it should also be afforded to residents in YCUA’s 
contract communities such as the WTUA service area and Pittsfield, 
Augusta, and Superior Townships. 

Mr. Morris inquired as to what is wrong with allowing the human 
resources director to do what she is trained and being paid to do.  He 
added that there are 90 excellent AFSCME employees at YCUA, many of 
whom were selected by Gwyn Belcher, who come from communities all 
over the region -- not just within the YCUA service area.  Mr. Morris 
stated that way too much time is being spent trying to make sure that 
specific people get hired at YCUA. 

J. Ray Scott thanked Mr. Morris for making those points and interjected 
that this is not attempt by the Board to micromanage Ms. Belcher’s efforts, 
which have indeed been exemplary, but that any time there is a change is 
policy, it must be opened up for discussion.  He added that the YCUA 
Board has the highest regard and respect for Director Larry R. Thomas, 
Assistant Director T. Michael Jessee, and Director of Administrative 
Services Gwyn Belcher and that what is in question presently is the hiring 
policy, not Ms. Belcher’s performance.  Mr. Morris responded that, 
“outside this room”, it will be a question of Ms. Belcher’s performance.  
Mr. Scott reiterated that the Board stands firm that the performance of the 
director of administrative services is not in question. 

Mark Namatevs commented that he is of the opinion that residency gives a 
candidate more of a vested interest in their work.  He indicated that there 
is a huge pool of untapped talent in the local area and that he sees nothing 
wrong with giving preference to Ypsilanti city and township residents, 
who actually own the utility. 

Larry J. Doe interjected that the addition of the Michigan Works JobFit 
evaluation to the YCUA hiring procedure is not the real concern and what 
the heart of the issue is the recall rights of the union members who have 
been laid off prior to the recent hiring period.   He indicated that those laid 
off employees should be called back before new employees are hired off 
the street.  Mr. Morris concurred and indicated that he was the union 
steward when those employees were laid off.  He stated that he asked the 
laid off employees to keep in touch with him in the event that a job 
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opportunity might present itself and only one of them did for about three 
months and after that, he never heard back from any of them. 

Mr. Doe interjected that one of the laid off employees was constantly 
calling him.  He stated that he checked with YCUA staff when the recent 
job openings became available and inquired about recalling the laid off 
employees but was told that they would have to fill out an application like 
everyone else.  Mr. Doe indicated that he finds this to be a problem and 
that he feels that laid off employees should not have to go through all of 
that again. 

Mr. Morris indicated that perhaps that is an issue that should be addressed 
in the next union negotiations and added that it was never an issue before 
because so rarely in the past did anyone ever get laid off at YCUA. 

Ms. Belcher interjected that the union contract outlines that the duration of 
recall rights and is determined by the length of seniority of the employee 
in question.  She indicated that this policy revision does not address Mr. 
Doe’s concern and that she legally cannot just bring back an employee 
who, by union contract, no longer has recall rights and who does not fill 
out an application for a new position.  She continued that, when she 
received a call from a former employee whose contract rights expired, she 
contacted the YCUA labor attorney for guidance.  She stated that, per the 
attorney, if there are no contractual rights left, a former employee has to 
go through the hiring process by completing a new application.  Ms. 
Belcher further advised that this protects the Authority from 
discrimination charges. 

Ms. Belcher explained that this is based on the hiring policy approved by 
the YCUA Board in 2002 and that if it is now the pleasure of the Board to 
give perpetual recall rights to laid off employees it must be made part of a 
policy revision.  She pointed out that laid off employees without recall 
rights must apply again in order to protect YCUA from potential lawsuits 
regarding unfair hiring policies. 

Ms. Belcher also explained that, for the record, she personally spoke with 
both of the two individuals in question -- one in person and one on the 
phone on two separate occasions – and that she advised them both that 
they needed to fill out new applications because their recall rights were 
expired and that their applications would be reviewed if a job became 
available within 12 months.  She further advised that, because neither 
chose to do so, she made the assumption that they were no longer 
interested in working at YCUA. 
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Ms. Belcher stated that if she were to just pick employees who have not 
applied, she would not be doing her job to protect the Authority legally.  
She acknowledged that she would be happy to create a policy revision to 
allow for an extension of recall rights but that, under the current policy, 
YCUA’s labor attorney John Hancock advises that this cannot legally be 
done. 

Gregory A. Peoples commented that, if the two individuals in question did 
not complete the process, it is the Board’s fault for not reconsidering its 
policy sooner and that, while it is too late to help in this situation, it needs 
to be taken to the Personnel Committee as Ms. Belcher has suggested and 
then brought back to the Board for reconsideration with the addition of 
some language relevant to the extension of recall rights.  Mr. Doe 
concurred. 

Ms. Stumbo addressed the Board and voiced her opinion that laid off 
YCUA employees should be rehired before new people are brought in.  
She indicated that she has been repeatedly contacted by family members 
of the laid off employees and that she was never told about the need for 
them to fill out a new application at any point in time, which she feels to 
be a lack of communication on both sides. 

Ms. Stumbo advised that the overall result of this is that two union people 
who desperately want to come back to work at YCUA are not being 
afforded that opportunity, which is wrong.  She indicated that layoffs at 
YCUA are so rare that this is the first time that employees have been laid 
off longer than their seniority and asked that the Board consider her 
request to rehire these laid off employees and to grant them their seniority.  
Ms. Stumbo added that it is almost offensive to her that three new people 
have been hired while there are two laid off workers. 

She indicated that she also objects to the virtual interview process because 
YCUA’s employees, who are excellent, were all hired by people and not 
machines.  Mr. Namatevs concurred with her concerns over the virtual 
interview and indicated that some people are more comfortable with 
computers than others. 

Karen Lovejoy Roe, Ypsilanti Township Clerk, advised the Board that she 
is a previous YCUA Board member and can remember when YCUA 
always filled entry level positions from within the City of Ypsilanti and 
Ypsilanti Township.  She indicated that it is important for everyone to 
remember that the Authority is owned by the residents of City of Ypsilanti 
and Ypsilanti Township and, as such, those residents deserve a preference 
in the hiring policy. 
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Ms. Roe also stated that she would argue that YCUA did have the 
authority to bring back those laid off employees because they would not 
be considered as new hires and, thus, would not fall under the provisions 
of any hiring policy.  She stated that she is of the opinion that revising the 
hiring policy is not necessary for this reason. 

Ms. Roe advised that, as former Ford employee, she was laid off three 
times and, even though her recall rights had expired, the company in their 
wisdom saw the value of the investment they had in their employees and 
brought them back on several occasions way past the time limit -- one 
time after three years with only 15 months of seniority.  She also asked the 
Board to reconsider their decision not to recall the two employees and 
voiced her opinion that virtual interviews are just not a reliable alternative 
to human evaluation. 

Ms. Roe shared the story of a very qualified employee who called her 
about four years ago to complain that he never even made it to the 
interview process and explained that this is evidence that the YCUA hiring 
process was flawed even then. 

Mr. Peoples reiterated that it is the Board’s fault that it did not realize that 
it had this language in its policy and, as such, recommends that the policy 
be tabled pending further review by the Personnel Committee and 
reconsideration by the Board at the next meeting. 

Motion by Peoples to table the Revised Hiring Policy.  Support by Doe.  
In favor: All.  Opposed: None.  (Motion carried) 

Ms. Belcher asked for confirmation of her understanding that the change 
the Board wishes to see involves adding language providing for the first 
right of re-hire for former employees who have been laid off without 
having to go through the hiring procedure regardless of the status of their 
union recall rights.  She suggested that this would take the form of three 
hiring processes: an internal process, an intermediate process, and an 
external process.  The Board concurred. 

Ms. Belcher then asked for clarification as to whether the residency 
parameters need to be changed. 

Ms. Stumbo interjected that she doesn’t like the virtual interviews.  Ms. 
Belcher responded that the interviews are not part of the policy and are 
simply a procedure that can be discontinued.  She reiterated that the virtual 
interviews were only an experiment in an attempt to add value to the 
hiring process. 

Ms. Stumbo reiterated her desire that two laid off employees be 
considered for the next two job openings.  Ms. Belcher responded that, if it 
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is made a matter of policy, their rehire will be automatic.  She advised that 
it was not her desire to avoid hiring them this time but that she was told by 
YCUA’s labor attorney that they could not be considered without filling 
out an application, which they were informed they needed to do and, when 
they did not, it was assumed that they had moved on to other positions. 

Mr. Scott and Mr. Namatevs confirmed that this was a reasonable 
assumption and, though there was perhaps a failure to communicate 
during this process, ultimately the onus falls on the employee to 
understand the hiring mechanism, complete the process, and stay in 
contact with the proper people. 

Ms. Belcher interjected that there is at least one other former employee 
who has been laid off with more seniority than the two in question who 
has not contacted her at all.  She asked for clarification on how seniority 
will affect the rehiring procedure that the Board wants added to the policy. 

Mr. Peoples reiterated that this issue is not a failure of the human 
resources department but a failure of the YCUA Board. 

Mr. Namatevs addressed Ms. Belcher’s question regarding seniority and 
posed the question about what will be done if a groundkeeper is laid off 
and a job opening becomes available in customer service.  He inquired as 
to whether the Board would consider that employee to be a good fit for 
that job opening and, if not, then perhaps awarding rehire status based 
solely on seniority is not the best idea. 

Mr. Scott responded that the rehire should be done on the basis of what is 
best for the Authority and who the human resources director determines to 
be the best applicant for the job.  Mr. Namatevs indicated that this would 
present an implied vagueness in the policy which puts the human 
resources director in a position to be questioned. 

Mr. Doe commented that perhaps the answer is to allow for the rehire of 
top seniority employees into positions for which they have no experience 
with the stipulation that they will receive training and be subject to a 
certain probationary period during which they must demonstrate an ability 
to perform the duties of the job or be subject to termination with no recall 
rights.  Mr. Peoples responded that he thinks that would “be playing with 
dynamite”. 

Ms. Belcher concurred that the less discretion the human resources 
director is given in the hiring procedure the better because it protects that 
person from the controversy that always surrounds hiring at YCUA.  She 
added that, in response to Mr. Doe’s comment, the union contract does 
stipulate that union employees can bump into another position of someone 
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with less seniority but that there is a 10-day trial period during which the 
manager determines if the employee can perform the job.  Ms. Belcher 
indicated that something similar can be incorporated into the hiring policy 
but that she needs to discuss with attorney Hancock some way to work 
between the union contract and the policy so that there are no conflicts. 

Mr. Doe asked for confirmation that an employee who asked to be passed 
over for a job opening for which they have no experience would simply 
remain on lay off versus being moved to a termination status.  Ms. Belcher 
responded affirmatively.  She indicated that there have been incidents in 
the past where employees with high seniority bumped into positions for 
which they had no experience and it did not work out, resulting in them 
returning to lay off status. 

Ms. Belcher reiterated, for the record, that per YCUA’s legal counsel, she 
was not able to consider anyone who did not fill out an application.  The 
Board members responded that they understand this. 

Mr. Scott interjected that he wished to make it very clear, for the record, 
that Ms. Belcher’s performance is not in question.  Mr. Doe concurred.  
Mr. Scott continued that it is the policy that has been opened for 
discussion to allow all parties to voice their positions and that this 
discussion does not supersede or call into question Ms. Belcher’s 
performance.  The other Board members concurred. 

Ms. Belcher asked that Mr. Namatevs take Ms. Bass’s place in the 
Personnel Committee in light of her recent resignation.  She reiterated that 
she will discuss this matter with attorney Hancock and the Personnel 
Committee and will present a recommendation at the December meeting. 

Mr. Doe commented that the hiring practices that have existed at YCUA 
for the past 40 years have been excellent, including the last 10 years under 
Gwyn Belcher, and that his only issue is the recent handling of the laid off 
employees.  Mr. Peoples commented that he does not know what the 
human resources department could have done differently under the 
circumstances and that it is important that the Board communicate through 
policy that hiring protocols must be followed.  He added that it negatively 
impacts the Board’s relationship with the community when YCUA has a 
human resources department that is responsible for hiring yet this issue is 
being brought to the Board.  Mr. Namatevs concurred, indicating that the 
fault lies largely with the laid off employees for not following through or 
aggressively enough with the right person and for not communicating with 
the proper parties instead of talking to everyone else.  Mr. Peoples 
concurred, indicating that the perception is that someone can bypass the 
normal procedure and talk to whomever they want and that they can make 
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happen what they want to happen.  Mr. Peoples stated that it is the Board’s 
job to direct individuals to the proper parties so that established 
procedures can be followed. 

Mr. Doe interjected that because the existing policy required the two laid 
off employees to fill out an application, they might not been hired because 
they would have been back in the pool with all of the other applicants.  
Mr. Peoples and Mr. Scott responded that this is speculation.  Mr. Peoples 
added that, by not filling out an application, they sent the message that 
they were not interested in these positions. 

C. Request to Approve – Wastewater Disposal Contract with Sauk Trail 
Development, Inc. – Perry M. Thomas 

Mr. Thomas directed the Board’s attention to his letter requesting Board 
approval of a contract with Sauk Trail Development, a company which 
operates the Sauk Trail landfill located on South Lilley Road in Canton 
Township.  He indicated that the sewer use ordinances of the member and 
contract communities all specify in the prohibitive discharge section that 
landfill leachate is prohibited unless permitted and authorized under a 
written contract within YCUA’s sole discretion. 

Mr. Thomas explained that, if approved, this contract will be valid for 20 
years provided that there are no compliance issues that would cause the 
Authority to terminate the contract.  He pointed out that the contract is the 
foundation for YCUA to be able to issue to Sauk Trail landfill a new 
Industrial User Permit which will replace the current permit that expires 
November 30, 2011. 

Mr. Thomas also explained that this permit is specified by the Canton 
Township Sewer Use Ordinance and that the contract references and is 
consistent with the permit.  He further advised that the contract contains 
additional terms and conditions, the most substantive of which he 
explained in greater detail.  Mr. Thomas stated that the Industrial User 
Permit expires unless a new permit is issued. 

Mr. Thomas recommended approval of the Wastewater Disposal Contract 
with Sauk Trail Development, Inc. 

Mr. Namatevs commented that he was under the impression that YCUA 
was not taking any landfill leachate at all.  Larry R. Thomas responded 
that Sauk Trail has been an industrial customer of YCUA for many years.  
Perry M. Thomas interjected that the discussions of which Mr. Namatevs 
may be referring involved the necessity for a contract to be entered into in 
order for YCUA to issue permits to process leachate from landfills. 
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YCUA attorney Thomas E. Daniels also interjected that the Board 
decided, in the prohibitive discharge section of the sewer use ordinance, to 
control this going forward by providing that no leachate could be 
discharged to the plant without a written contract.  He added that the 
ordinance reads “in YCUA’s sole discretion”, which was the debate at the 
time and the Board insisted that that language be in the ordinance so that 
YCUA would be able to control leachate going forward.  He reminded the 
Board that the Authority had this relationship with Sauk Trail for many 
years previous to this and that this contract renewal contains the new 
language requested by the Board.  Mr. Scott concurred that this procedure 
was agreed upon in both the Finance and Personnel Committees. 

Mr. Doe inquired as to whether YCUA has other leachate customers.  
Larry R. Thomas responded affirmatively, indicating that there are two 
and that their leachate is pretreated to meet the sewer use ordinance. 

Mr. Namatevs indicated that he is of the opinion that a 20-year term is 
excessive.  Mr. Daniels responded that the industrial permit must be 
renewed every three and a half years or the contract automatically 
terminates.  He added that the permit renewal process is very rigorous. 

Mr. Namatevs inquired as to how the discharge is monitored.  Perry M. 
Thomas responded that the YCUA IPP department monitors them and that 
the customer must also self-monitor based on parameters and procedures 
set forth in the permit. 

Mr. Namatevs indicated that he has very mixed feelings about this and that 
he would like to see the leachate eliminated from the YCUA system.  He 
stated that he is not sure he trusts all the parties involved and that he is not 
sure he wants to put this leachate into the community’s air even though he 
knows that YCUA has a very clean incinerator and that is does everything 
possible not to pollute environmentally. 

Mr. Doe indicated that he is in partial agreement but is not sure what legal 
ramifications may occur if the permit is not renewed.  Mr. Daniels 
responded that this is the reason that the sewer use ordinance was drafted 
in the way that it was so that the contractual relationships in place at the 
time would not be breached but the acceptance of leachate could be 
controlled going forward.  He indicated that the other thing that was 
discussed was that the permit allows YCUA to terminate the customer if 
they reach certain exceedances in the permit, which are very rigorous, 
including PCBs.  Mr. Daniels stated that, when this occurred in the past, 
they were forced to create a new pretreatment system wherein they could 
send additional flow to YCUA and, in addition, there is no doubt that the 
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plant is able to treat this leachate and not affect the Authority’s air permit 
in any way. 

Mr. Doe inquired as to who pays for this monitoring.  Perry M. Thomas 
responded that the customer pays for their self-monitoring and that they 
also fund the industrial pretreatment budget.  He indicated that YCUA 
recoups about 50% of its IPP budget through the significant industrial 
users who are under permit.  Mr. Doe interjected that he finds it hard to 
justify that YCUA should have to pay anything relative to monitoring 
these customers and asked if this is provided for in the contract.  Larry R. 
Thomas responded that it is part of the budget and that forcing them to pay 
100% would pose a negative financial impact on those customers. 

Mr. Namatevs reiterated his concern that continuing to accept leachate in 
any amount sends a message that contradicts YCUA’s commitments not to 
pollute the environment, particularly in light of the public outcry 
surrounding the new incinerator that occurred several years ago.  He 
indicated that the public needs to know that YCUA is constantly working 
to improve its discharge into the air.  Perry M. Thomas responded that the 
Authority is required by the Michigan Department of Environmental 
Quality to undergo, at minimum, an annual IPP inspection where they 
randomly search the Authority’s records to verify that YCUA is fully 
implementing an IPP program.  He indicated that, any time there is an 
exceedance of a limit by a significant industrial user, YCUA must enforce 
the permit otherwise the MDEQ will hold the Authority responsible.  Mr. 
Thomas added that YCUA is happy to comply with their requirements.  
Larry R. Thomas interjected that YCUA’s incinerator discharge is 
considerably lower in contaminates than what is allowed by the MDEQ. 

Mr. Peoples commented that he is confident that Perry Thomas would not 
have brought this to the Board for their approval if he had any concerns 
and that is he equally confident in Mr. Thomas’s presentation of the 
recommendation.  Perry M. Thomas responded that he also thoroughly 
researched Sauk Trail’s compliance history and that they have had no 
limitation exceedances and no reporting violations during the last permit 
period. 

Motion by Peoples to approve the Wastewater Disposal Contract with 
Sauk Trail Development, Inc.  Support by Doe.  In favor: All.  Opposed: 
None. (Motion carried) 
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D. Request to Approve – Wastewater Treatment Plant Effluent Water 
System Improvements Project – T. Michael Jessee 

Mr. Jessee advised the Board that there are two separate wells that the 
plant effluent water (PEW) flows into, one on each side of the plant, east 
and west, for the filters there.  He explained that the PEW comes together, 
leaves the plant, and is disinfected in the UV facility.  He pointed out that 
the objective of this project is to combine those two systems with one 
large pipe between the two wells and some massive improvements to the 
PEW system pump room. 

Mr. Jessee also explained that the original pump room was not modified 
during the plant expansion. 

He further advised that YCUA staff bid out the design of this project and 
that seven proposals were received from various engineering firms.  Mr. 
Jessee stated that, of those seven proposals, Tetra Tech’s scoring system 
came out on top at a low bid of $47,500. 

Mr. Jessee recommended approval of the Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Effluent Water System Improvements Project design contract to Tetra 
Tech in the amount of $47,500. 

Mr. Doe inquired as to the projected overall cost and whether funds are 
available to fully implement the project.  Mr. Jessee responded that he 
anticipates a total cost of $1.3 million.  He indicated that YCUA is 
applying for an SRF loan as well as an S2 grant for the design portion, 
which is presented in the next agenda item.  S. Joh Kang responded that 
this project has been approved by the SRF for the third quarter of 2012. 

Motion by Namatevs to approve the Wastewater Treatment Plant Effluent 
Water System Improvements Project design contract to Tetra Tech in the 
amount of $47,500.  Support by Doe.  In favor: All.  Opposed: None. 
(Motion carried) 

E. Request to Approve - YCUA Resolution No. 11-10 re: Wastewater 
Treatment Plant Effluent Water System Improvements S2 Grant 
Application – T. Michael Jessee 

Mr. Jessee advised the Board that this resolution is a standard part of the 
application for the S2 grant relative to the previous item. 

Mr. Jessee recommended approval of YCUA Resolution No. 11-10 re: 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Effluent Water System Improvements S2 
Grant Application. 

Motion by Namatevs to approve YCUA Resolution No. 11-10 re: 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Effluent Water System Improvements S2 
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Grant Application.  Support by Peoples.  In favor: All.  Opposed: None. 
(Motion carried) 

F. Request to Approve - Wastewater Treatment Plant Retention Basin 
Header Improvements Project – T. Michael Jessee 

Mr. Jessee advised the Board that the retention basin is used during times 
of high flow.  He explained that the retention basin fills up and then, as a 
storm subsides, the basin is pumped out.  He pointed out that, 
unfortunately, the pipe work there is original and that it takes 
approximately three days to pump the tank back down, which is 
unacceptable.  Mr. Jessee also explained that this project will enlarge the 
pipes and replace the pumps so that the basin can be pumped down in 
approximately 24 – 30 hours. 

He further advised that YCUA staff bid out the design of this project and 
that six proposals were received from various engineering firms.  Mr. 
Jessee stated that, of those six proposals, Tetra Tech’s scoring system 
came out on top at a low bid of $37,500. 

Mr. Jessee recommended approval of the Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Effluent Water System Improvements Project design contract to Tetra 
Tech in the amount of $37,500. 

Mr. Namatevs inquired as to the projected overall cost of the project.  Mr. 
Doe inquired as to whether funding is in place to fully implement the 
project.  Mr. Jessee responded that he anticipates a total cost of $1.4 
million.  He indicated that YCUA is applying for an SRF loan as well as 
an S2 grant for the design portion, which is presented in the next agenda 
item.  S. Joh Kang responded that this has been approved by the SRF for 
the third quarter of 2012. 

Mr. Doe inquired as to whether these projects will result in increased rates 
to the customers.  Larry R. Thomas responded that he cannot project that 
one way or the other.  Mr. Doe inquired as to how much the payments on 
this debt are likely to be.  Mr. Thomas responded the payments are likely 
to be $20,000 for interest in the first year. 

Mark Namatevs interjected that if YCUA doesn’t take advantage of the 
available low interest loans to improve this infrastructure now before 
serious problems develop, it could find itself making a much larger 
investment later when a failure finally occurs.  Larry R. Thomas 
concurred, citing DWSD’s infrastructure problems as an example. 

Motion by Doe to approve the Wastewater Treatment Plant Retention 
Basin Header Improvements Project design contract to Tetra Tech in the 
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amount of $37,500.  Support by Peoples.  In favor: All.  Opposed: None. 
(Motion carried) 

G. Request to Approve - YCUA Resolution No. 11-11 re: Wastewater 
Treatment Plant Retention Basin Header Improvements S2 Grant 
Application – T. Michael Jessee 

Mr. Jessee advised the Board that this resolution is a standard part of the 
application for the S2 grant relative to the previous item. 

Mr. Jessee recommended approval of YCUA Resolution No. 11-11 re: 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Retention Basin Header Improvements S2 
Grant Application. 

Motion by Doe to approve YCUA Resolution No. 11-11 re: Wastewater 
Treatment Plant Retention Basin Header Improvements S2 Grant 
Application.  Support by Peoples.  In favor: All.  Opposed: None. (Motion 
carried) 

H. Fund Balance Report - Larry R. Thomas 

Mr. Thomas directed the Board’s attention to the Fund Balance Report for 
October 31, 2011.  He then proceeded to give a detailed report of the 
information contained in the report and answered questions from the 
Board. 

Informational only; no motion from the Board required. 

I. Financial Report – Authority Net Assets - Larry R. Thomas 

Mr. Thomas directed the Board’s attention to the Financial Report – 
Authority Net Assets Report for October 31, 2011.  He then proceeded to 
give a detailed report of the information contained in the report and 
answered questions from the Board. 

Informational only; no motion from the Board required. 

J. Usage Report – Consumption Report - Larry R. Thomas 

Mr. Thomas directed the Board’s attention to the Consumption Report.  
He then proceeded to give a detailed report of the information contained in 
the report and answered questions from the Board. 

Informational only; no motion from the Board required. 

K. Attorney’s Report –Thomas E. Daniels 

There was no Attorney’s Report for the month.  Mr. Daniels advised the 
Board that, at the December meeting, he will be presenting a year-end 
report on the year’s non-arbitration and litigation items such as contract 
negotiations and similar issues. 
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Mr. Doe inquired as to whether Mr. Daniels met with Doug Winters and 
Jim Fink regarding charge-backs from the county and whether there was 
any validity to the claim.  Mr. Daniels responded that there is but that it 
needs a little more work, something that they are working on together 
moving forward.  He indicated he would include this item in his report at 
the December meeting. 

L. Director’s Report - Larry R. Thomas 

Mr. Thomas advised the Board that the bond refunding that was approved 
in October has proceeded and the bonds were priced last Wednesday.  He 
indicated that the bonds hit the market at a very good time and the results 
were excellent at an average interest of 3.7% down from 4.9% from the 
original series, which reflects a savings of about $650,000 over the 
remaining 14 years (a present value of $511,000).  Mr. Thomas stated that 
the issue will close on December 14, 2011. 

Mr. Thomas reminded the Board that he sent an email to them last week 
which explained that, with a few exceptions dictated by the Authority’s 
consumer standards, YCUA will no longer be using the 24-hour notice 
tags for water turn-offs.  He indicated that the 10-day letter will now 
contain the warning that it is the final notice prior to possible termination 
of service. 

4. OLD BUSINESS: 
There was no old business for the month. 

5. OTHER BUSINESS: 
There was no other business for the month. 

6. STATEMENTS AND CHECKS:  Motion by Namatevs to pay the bills in the amount of 
$2,529,237.70.  Support by Doe.  In favor: All.  Opposed: None.  (Motion carried) 

7. PUBLIC COMMENTS: 

There were no public comments for the month. 

8. ADJOURNMENT:  Motion by Doe to adjourn the meeting at 10:48 a.m.  Support by 
Peoples.  In favor: All.  Opposed: None.  (Motion carried) 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

      

MARK NAMATEVS, Vice-Chair 
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                                     of                                       

County of                                       
 

 
YCUA Resolution No. 11-10 Authorizing the S2 Grant Agreement 

 
Minutes of the regular meeting of the _______               ___ of the                                of                                  
County of                                                      , State of Michigan, (the "Municipality") held on 
                                           . 
 
 PRESENT: Members: ______________________________________________ 
   _______________________________________________________ 
 
 ABSENT: Members: _______________________________________________ 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
 Member                                             offered and moved the adoption of the following resolution, 
seconded by Member                                            . 
 

WHEREAS, Part 52 (strategic water quality initiatives) of the Natural Resources and Environmental 
Protection Act, 1994 PA 451, as amended ("Part 52"), provides at MCL 324.5204a that the Michigan Finance 
Authority (the "MFA") in consultation with the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (the "DEQ") 
shall establish a strategic water quality initiatives grant program; and 

 
WHEREAS, in accordance with the provisions of 2010 PA 231, which provides grants to assist 

municipalities in completing loan application requirements under MCL 324.5308 or  completing loan 
application requirements for other sources of financing for sewage treatment works projects, storm water 
treatment projects or nonpoint source projects; and 
 
 WHEREAS, in accordance with the provisions of 1985 PA 227, as amended, Part 52, and other 
applicable provisions of law, the MFA, the DEQ, and the Municipality that is a grant recipient shall enter into a 
grant agreement (the "S2 Grant Agreement") that requires the Municipality to repay the grant under certain 
conditions as set forth in MCL 324.5204a, as amended; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Municipality does hereby determine it necessary to undertake planning, revenue system 

development, and/or design activities related to a project for which it intends to seek financing for construction; 
and    

 
WHEREAS, it is the determination of the Municipality that at this time, a grant in the aggregate 

principal amount not to exceed _________________  (“Grant”) be requested from the MFA and the DEQ to 
pay for the planning and/or design activities; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Municipality shall obtain this Grant by entering into the S2 Grant Agreement with the 

MFA and the DEQ.   
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 
 

1.                                                        (title of the desginee’s position), a position currently held by 
                                                      (name of the designee), is designated as the Authorized Representative for 
purposes of the S2 Grant Agreement.  

 
2.   The proposed form of the S2 Grant Agreement between the Municipality, the MFA and DEQ 

(attached hereto as Appendix I) is hereby approved and the Authorized Representative is authorized and 
directed to execute the S2 Grant Agreement with such revisions as are permitted by law and agreed to by the 
Authorized Representative. 

 
3.  The Municipality shall repay the Grant, within 90 days of being informed to do so, with interest at a 

rate not to exceed 8 percent per year, to the Authority if any of the following conditions occur:   
 
 (a) the Municipality fails to submit an administratively complete loan application for assistance from the 
SRF, the SWQIF or other source of financing for the project within 3 years of the Grant award; 
 
 (b) the project has been identified as being in the fundable range or is approved for funding from another 
source and the Municipality declines loan assistance for 2 consecutive fiscal years unless the Municipality 
proceeds with funding from another source; or  
  
 c) the Municipality is unable to, or decides not to, proceed with constructing the project.  
 
 4.  The Grant, if repayable, shall be a first budget obligation from the general funds of the Municipality, 
and the Municipality is required, if necessary, to levy ad valorem taxes on all taxable property in the 
Municipality for the payment thereof, subject to applicable constitutional, statutory and Municipality tax rate 
limitations.  

 
5. The Municipality shall not invest, reinvest or accumulate any moneys deemed to be Grant funds, nor 

shall it use Grant funds for the general local government administration activities or activities performed by 
municipal employees.  

 
6.  The Authorized Representative is hereby jointly or severally authorized to take any actions necessary 

to comply with the requirements of the MFA and the DEQ in connection with the issuance of the Grant.  The 
Authorized Representative is hereby jointly or severally authorized to execute and deliver such other contracts, 
certificates, documents, instruments, applications and other papers as may be required by the MFA or the DEQ 
or as may be otherwise necessary to effect the approval and delivery of the Grant.  

 
7.  The Municipality acknowledges that the S2 Grant Agreement is a contract between the Municipality, 

the MFA and the DEQ. 
 
8.  All resolutions and parts of resolutions insofar as they conflict with the provisions of this Resolution 

are rescinded. 
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YEAS:  Members: 
 
 
NAYS: Members: 
 
 
RESOLUTION DECLARED ADOPTED 
 
 I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and complete copy of a resolution adopted by the 
_                  ____________ of the                                                 of                                                     , County of 
                                                    , said meeting was conducted and public notice of said meeting was given 
pursuant to and in full compliance with the Open Meetings Act, being Act 267, Public Acts of Michigan, 1976, 
and that the minutes of said meeting were kept and will be or have been made available as required by said Act. 
 

                                                                                         
Name 

                                 of                                         , Clerk 
                        of                      County of                        
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                                     of                                       

County of                                       
 

 
YCUA Resolution No. 11-11 Authorizing the S2 Grant Agreement 

 
Minutes of the regular meeting of the _______               ___ of the                                of                                  
County of                                                      , State of Michigan, (the "Municipality") held on 
                                           . 
 
 PRESENT: Members: ______________________________________________ 
   _______________________________________________________ 
 
 ABSENT: Members: _______________________________________________ 
   ________________________________________________________ 
 
 Member                                             offered and moved the adoption of the following resolution, 
seconded by Member                                            . 
 

WHEREAS, Part 52 (strategic water quality initiatives) of the Natural Resources and Environmental 
Protection Act, 1994 PA 451, as amended ("Part 52"), provides at MCL 324.5204a that the Michigan Finance 
Authority (the "MFA") in consultation with the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (the "DEQ") 
shall establish a strategic water quality initiatives grant program; and 

 
WHEREAS, in accordance with the provisions of 2010 PA 231, which provides grants to assist 

municipalities in completing loan application requirements under MCL 324.5308 or  completing loan 
application requirements for other sources of financing for sewage treatment works projects, storm water 
treatment projects or nonpoint source projects; and 
 
 WHEREAS, in accordance with the provisions of 1985 PA 227, as amended, Part 52, and other 
applicable provisions of law, the MFA, the DEQ, and the Municipality that is a grant recipient shall enter into a 
grant agreement (the "S2 Grant Agreement") that requires the Municipality to repay the grant under certain 
conditions as set forth in MCL 324.5204a, as amended; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Municipality does hereby determine it necessary to undertake planning, revenue system 

development, and/or design activities related to a project for which it intends to seek financing for construction; 
and    

 
WHEREAS, it is the determination of the Municipality that at this time, a grant in the aggregate 

principal amount not to exceed _________________  (“Grant”) be requested from the MFA and the DEQ to 
pay for the planning and/or design activities; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Municipality shall obtain this Grant by entering into the S2 Grant Agreement with the 

MFA and the DEQ.   
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 
 

1.                                                        (title of the desginee’s position), a position currently held by 
                                                      (name of the designee), is designated as the Authorized Representative for 
purposes of the S2 Grant Agreement.  

 
2.   The proposed form of the S2 Grant Agreement between the Municipality, the MFA and DEQ 

(attached hereto as Appendix I) is hereby approved and the Authorized Representative is authorized and 
directed to execute the S2 Grant Agreement with such revisions as are permitted by law and agreed to by the 
Authorized Representative. 

 
3.  The Municipality shall repay the Grant, within 90 days of being informed to do so, with interest at a 

rate not to exceed 8 percent per year, to the Authority if any of the following conditions occur:   
 
 (a) the Municipality fails to submit an administratively complete loan application for assistance from the 
SRF, the SWQIF or other source of financing for the project within 3 years of the Grant award; 
 
 (b) the project has been identified as being in the fundable range or is approved for funding from another 
source and the Municipality declines loan assistance for 2 consecutive fiscal years unless the Municipality 
proceeds with funding from another source; or  
  
 c) the Municipality is unable to, or decides not to, proceed with constructing the project.  
 
 4.  The Grant, if repayable, shall be a first budget obligation from the general funds of the Municipality, 
and the Municipality is required, if necessary, to levy ad valorem taxes on all taxable property in the 
Municipality for the payment thereof, subject to applicable constitutional, statutory and Municipality tax rate 
limitations.  

 
5. The Municipality shall not invest, reinvest or accumulate any moneys deemed to be Grant funds, nor 

shall it use Grant funds for the general local government administration activities or activities performed by 
municipal employees.  

 
6.  The Authorized Representative is hereby jointly or severally authorized to take any actions necessary 

to comply with the requirements of the MFA and the DEQ in connection with the issuance of the Grant.  The 
Authorized Representative is hereby jointly or severally authorized to execute and deliver such other contracts, 
certificates, documents, instruments, applications and other papers as may be required by the MFA or the DEQ 
or as may be otherwise necessary to effect the approval and delivery of the Grant.  

 
7.  The Municipality acknowledges that the S2 Grant Agreement is a contract between the Municipality, 

the MFA and the DEQ. 
 
8.  All resolutions and parts of resolutions insofar as they conflict with the provisions of this Resolution 

are rescinded. 
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YEAS:  Members: 
 
 
NAYS: Members: 
 
 
RESOLUTION DECLARED ADOPTED 
 
 I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and complete copy of a resolution adopted by the 
_                  ____________ of the                                                 of                                                     , County of 
                                                    , said meeting was conducted and public notice of said meeting was given 
pursuant to and in full compliance with the Open Meetings Act, being Act 267, Public Acts of Michigan, 1976, 
and that the minutes of said meeting were kept and will be or have been made available as required by said Act. 
 

                                                                                         
Name 

                                 of                                         , Clerk 
                        of                      County of                        
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